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In thepoliticalhistoryof early India theMaurya
Dynasty has a pre-eminent position since it
established the earliest and largest empire, that
lasted, although, for a relatively brief period
of about 140 years. The immense power of
the dynasty is best seen during the reigns of
the first three rulers, Chandragupta Maurya
(c. 324–300 BCE), Bindusara (c.300–272 BCE)
and Asoka (c.272–233 BCE). The sustained
interests in the study of the Maurya Empire
are ensured by the availability of diverse
sources, mostly contemporary. These are:

1 the Indika by Megasthenes, the Seleucid
envoy to the Maurya capital Palibothra/
Pataliputra (mod. Patna, Bihar), which
is now lost and preserved in quotations,
summaries and excerpts in the later
accounts of Diodorus Sicilus (2nd century
BCE ), Strabo (late 1st century BCE ) and
Arrian (2nd century CE);

2 the Arthasastra of Kautilya, a normative
treatise on polity traditionally believed to
have been written by ChandraguptaMaur-
ya’s chief minister, though the exact dating
and authorship of the text has generated
many scholarly controversies. However,
the oldest part of the text may go back to
the 3rd century BCEand hence is nearly
contemporary to the Mauryan period;

3 inscriptions of Asoka, the first lithic
records in Indian history, which are per-
haps the most important source as these
record the ruler’s proclamation in first
person on rock surfaces and pillars at
carefully chosen sites. These inscriptions
are of the following types: (i) 14 Major
Rock Edicts (Res); (ii) 2 Minor Rock

Edicts (MREs); (iii) 7 Major Pillar Edicts
(PEs); (iv) 2 Separate Rock Edicts
(SREs); (v) Minor Pillar inscriptions;
and (vi) 7 edicts in Aramaic and Greek
found in the northwestern frontier and
Afghanistan;

4 a very large number of punch-marked
coins which, though not carrying any
dynastic labels or the issuing authority’s
name, are ascribed to the Maurya period
on the grounds of the common symbols
on these coins;

5 field archaeological sources, particularly
from Taxila, Charsadda (both in Pakistan),
Patna and Mahasthangarh (Bangladesh)
which show material remains of Mauryan
occupations;

6 many specimens of Mauryan sculpture;
7 many texts, in Pali and Sanskrit, that

speak of the Mauryas, especially Asoka –
the greatest Maurya ruler – but these are
late accounts and to be handled with
caution.

The origin of the dynasty is shrouded in uncer-
tainty. The dynastic name Maurya could have
been derived from mayura or peacock, thereby
suggesting their origin from a peacock-tamers’
clan; the other alternative suggestion is that the
namehas its roots inMura, supposedly thename
of Chandragupta’s mother, who is said to have
been a slave woman serving the last ruler of
the immediatelyprecedingNandadynasty.Both
the accounts are found in late literary sources.
A Buddhist canonical text going back to the
pre-Mauryan times informs us of a non-
monarchical clan (ganarajya) of the Moriyas
of Pipphalivana. In view of the phonetic affinity
betweenMoriya andMaurya, it is reasonable to
assume that the Maurya dynasty emerged from
an ancient non-monarchical clan associated
with a forest tract (vana). In other words, the
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Maurya dynasty did not enjoy a royal pedigree
and/or an elite political background, an impres-
sion also left behind in the Classical texts. The
founder of the dynasty, Chandragupta Maurya
(Sandrocoptos/Sandrocottas in Greek texts),
established the dynasty in the last quarter of
the 4th century BCE (324/321 BCE) after
Alexander of Macedon had left the Punjab and
the northwestern parts of the subcontinent
(c.327 BCE).He appears to have first oustedDha-
naanda (Agrammes/Xandrems of the Classical
texts), the last ruler of theNanda dynastywhich,
from its base in Magadha (south Bihar),
expanded over the greater parts of the Ganga
valley. This resulted in Chandragupta’s occupa-
tion of the sizable Nanda territories with Patali-
putra as his capital. Justin credits Chandragupta
with the final ouster of the last Greek governors
over the Punjab (appointed by Alexander)
around 316 BCE, leading to the further westward
expansion of the Maurya realm, now touching
the northwest frontier of the subcontinent.
This seems to have paved the way for a
conflict between Chandragupta and Seleucos
(Alexander’s general), who controlled the east-
ern sector of Alexander’s territories, possibly
around 301 BCE. The exact outcome of this con-
flict is uncertain; a treaty was signed between
the two adversaries to end the conflict.
Chandragupta received from Seleucos three ter-
ritories viz. Arachosia (Kandahar, Afghanistan),
Paropanisadae (region around Kabul to the
south of the Hindukush) and Gedrosia
(Baluchistan); Seleucos received in return 500
war elephants from Chandragupta. The incor-
poration of these three areas into the Mauryan
realm is clearly evident from the availability of
Asoka’s Greek and Aramaic edicts precisely
from these areas, which were not conquered,
but inherited by Asoka. Chandragupta’s son
and successor Bindusara is not known to have
made any new conquests, and Asoka has only
one conquest to his credit, that of Kalinga. Yet
the Mauryan political presence over western

India and greater parts of the peninsula is clearly
visible from the wide distribution of Asoka’s
edicts over these regions. This therefore logically
implies that the expansion of theMaurya power
into the peninsula andwestern India should also
go to the credit of Chandragupta.
The next Maurya ruler Bindusara, identifi-

able with Allitrokhates/Amitrokhates of the
Greek accounts (the name possibly corre-
sponds to his epithet amitraghata or a slayer
of foes, suggesting his invincible military
prowess), is not known to have made fresh
conquests, nor lost any territory, implying
thereby that he maintained intact the expan-
sive realm. To Bindusara goes the credit of
continuing the dynastic policy of maintaining
friendly diplomatic relations with Seleucid
rulers of West Asia.
Maurya power reached its zenith during

the reign of Asoka, the third and the most
celebrated ruler of the dynasty, known best
from his own edicts, which mark important
events and promulgations of his reign in
expired years since his coronation and not
his accession to the throne in c.273 BCE.
The coronation took place in c.269 BCE, sug-
gesting that the intervening four years wit-
nessed fratricidal struggles for succession to
the throne. He mostly figures in the records
as Devanampiya Piyadasi (literally ‘the
beloved of the gods and of beautiful looks’).
His personal name Asoka appears in only
four inscription. A later inscription from
Kanganahalli carries an image of a parasoled
royal figure with the name Asoka. In 261 BCE,
when in Asoka’s own words eight years had
elapsed since his coronation, he conquered
Kalinga (present Odisha), which was as yet
an unconquered (avijita) area. The terrible
violence in this war, graphically described
in his RE XIII, filled him with deep remorse
(tive anusochaye). He eschewed war for good,
not in defeat but after a victory. However, the
conquered territory of Kalinga was annexed
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to the Maurya domain, leading to the maxi-
mum expansion of theMauryan realm. Asoka
was himself clearly aware that his realm was
vast in size (mahalake hi vijitam: RE XIV).
The distribution of Asoka’s edicts is the best
index of the vastness of the empire, since
these administrative orders were meant for
areas under his jurisdiction. These records
show beyond doubt that the Maurya Empire
stretched from Afghanistan in the north to
Karnataka in the south and from Kathiawad
in the west to northern Bangladesh in the east.
It embraced a nearly pan-Indian territory,
except the far southern parts and the areas
to the east of northern Bangladesh. This is
indeed the largest territorial empire in early
Indian history. Within his realm were
included diverse communities like the Bhojas,
Rathikas, Petenikas (Maharashtra), Andhras
(eastern Deccan), Pulindas (possibly in the
forest tracts of Madhya Pradesh and Chattis-
garh) and Yona-Kambojas (in the northwest-
ern borderlands).
The distribution of his edicts has a distinct

pattern: the Rock Edicts were engraved at
sites located on the bordering regions of
his realm, while the Pillar Edicts were found
in the Ganga valley itself. The Minor Rock
Edicts were distributed all over the realm
and were not region-specific. Put differently
the edicts were distributed with a conscious
design, typical of an imperial authority.
Asoka was also clearly aware of peoples,
countries and rulers beyond his jurisdiction,
located outside his domain. Such areas were
marked as unconquered frontiers (amta avi-
jita) where the Cholas, Pandyas, Satyaputras,
Keralaputras (in South India), Sri Lanka
(Tambapamni) and five Greek (Yavana)
rulers of West Asia and Africa were situated.
These Yavana kings were:

1 Amtiyoka (Antiochus Theos of Syria
261–246 BCE);

2 Turamaya (Ptolemy Philadelphos of
Egypt 285–247 BCE);

3 Amtekina (Antigonus Gonatus of
Macedonia);

4 Maga (Megus of Cyrene, d.258 BCE);
5 Alikasudara (Alexander of Epirus

272–235 BCE).

Mention of these rulers as contemporaries of
Asoka immensely helped scholars to deter-
mine the possible date of Asoka’s reign. It
cannot but demonstrate how the Mauryas
maintained long-term diplomatic relations
with both the Seleucid and Ptolemaic rulers,
while these kings were engaged in hostilities.
The striking point is that the areas clearly
designated as anta/pratyanta and avijita
(unconquered areas beyond the frontiers of
the empire) have not yielded any edicts of
Asoka. Thus the impressions of the physical
distribution of his edicts (external evidence)
match his own inscribed words (internal evi-
dence) on the extent of his realm.
Significantly enough, the realm was desig-

nated as a conquered area (vijita) and a royal
domain (rajavishaya) in Asoka’s records,
which also carried two other labels. These
are Jambudvipa (usually coterminous with
the subcontinent in the later Puranic texts)
and Pathavi/Prithvi (literally “the Earth”) –
both terms actually stood for the Maurya
Empire. In this vast realm existed three cate-
gories of territories. The metropolitan area of
Magadha was of outstanding importance as it
initiated and directed all conquests and to it
flowed the bulk of resources procured from
disparate regions of the empire. The core
areas of the realm embraced greater parts of
the Ganga valley where complex territorial
polities (mahajanapadas) had existed prior
to the Mauryas and were annexed by them.
In contrast to the metropolitan and the core
areas stood the peripheral zones, either
located in outlying and border regions (such
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as Kathiawad and parts of Afghanistan) or in
areas where complex state society had not yet
emerged. A good example is the peninsular
territories of the sub-continent which in spite
of having been under the Maurya rule for
nearly a century did not experience any major
restructuring of their socioeconomic and
political milieu. In other words, the Mauryas
appear to have been interested in extracting
mineral resources from the peninsular parts
to enrich the metropolitan Magadhan area.
The recent historiography highlights the
imbalances in the material and political cul-
tures in these three zones, which suggest a
much more complex arrangement than the
conventional portrayal of the Maurya realm
as a unitary and heavily centralized polity.
That the Maurya realm contained in it vari-
ous ethnic and social groups at different
levels of their sociopolitical developments
and was marked by unequal economic condi-
tions and religious plurality is clearly
demonstrated by the available sources, espe-
cially Asoka’s edicts. The vastness of the
realm and the accompanying multiplicities
in socio-economic, political and cultural
situations required a statecraft far more com-
plex than that in a compact territorial polity
(mahajanapada). Seen from this position,
the Mauryan realm deserves the application
of the label “empire,” though a corresponding
indigenous term is absent in Asoka’s edicts.
The pivotal figure in theMauryan polity was

the emperor himself who, in the light of the
combined evidence of the Arthasastra, the
Greek texts, and the Asokan edicts, maintained
a hectic daily schedule to discharge administra-
tive, legislative, and judicial affairs. Asoka
assumed a simple political title raja in his offi-
cial records (MLK in Aramaic and Basileos in
Greek edicts). The principal aim of the ruler
was to protect and maintain the ideal social
order (rakshanaandpalana), inorder to ensure
the welfare and happiness of his subjects (hita-
sukha). The actual burden of administration

was assigned to a large number of functionaries
(adhyakshas, counsellors and assessors, and
mahamatras respectively in the Arthasastra,
Greek accounts, and Asoka’s edicts), who,
according to the Arthasastra, were salaried
(vetana) officials receiving payments in cash.
The Mauryas maintained a very large army,
according to the Greek accounts, consisting
of infantry, cavalry, chariots, and elephant
troops. The striking power of theMaurya army
is borne out by the number of conquests, espe-
cially that of Kalinga. The Maurya Empire
employed informants (pativedakas), overseers
(episcopoi/ iphor), and secret agents (gudha-
purushas) for surveillance, spying, and the
collection and flow of information. The
maintenance of a large army and a handsome
number of functionaries would further imply
the availability of an enormous amount of
resources which the Mauryas garnered and
mobilized by a strong revenue administration.
The bulk of Mauryan revenue must have

come from the vast agrarian plains of northern
India. Two revenue terms, bhaga (share of the
produce, usually one-sixth ) and bali (an oblig-
atory levy, similar to rent) figure in an Asokan
inscription. A perusal ofMegasthenes’ account
and the Arthasastra further suggest that the
Mauryas possibly also extracted resources from
mines, forests, and commerce (including tolls
and customs from trade routes).
The chief political center of the empire was

Pataliputra (Patna, Bihar). At least four other
regional centers of administration at Tosali
(Dhauli, Odisha), Takshasila (Taxila,
Pakistan), Ujjayini (Ujjain, Madhya Pradesh)
and Suvarnagiri (Andhra Pradesh) were men-
tioned in Asoka’s edicts. Princes of the blood
royal (kumaras/aryaputras) were appointed
to these centers. Another kumara, named
Samba, was stationed at Manemadesa (in
present Madhya Pradesh). The area of
Kathiawad in western India was assigned to
two administrators of non-royal origin: Push-
yagupta and Tushaspha (the latter possibly of
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Iranian origin). Below these large province-
like administrative units stood district-like
local-level tiers (ahara in Asoka’s edicts).
Asoka entrusted the rajukas with the local-
level administration, while the rajukas closely
correspond to the agronomoi of Megasthenes.
To Asoka goes the credit of devising a dis-

tinct ideology of the state for integrating this
realm marked by immense diversities. This
takes us to Asoka’s Dhamma. The term
Dhamma orDharma is equated in too simplis-
tic a manner with religion. As Asoka described
himself as a devout Buddhist, following his
remorse after the violent Kalinga war, Asoka’s
Dhamma is widely, but erroneously, taken to
mean his personal leanings to Buddhism, and
therefore he is perceived as an ideal Buddhist
king (Dhammika dhammaraja) who turned
Buddhism into a state religion. (Figure 1 shows
a Buddhist sanctuary originally developed by
Asoka.) In his Greek and Aramaic edicts the
corresponding terms are Data (law) and
Eusebia (piety), clearly implying that Asoka’s
Dhamma was not equivalent to Buddhism.
At the very root of Dhammawas the avoidance
of violence, resulting in the complete cessation
of war and royal hunting expeditions (vihar-
ayatra) and also the phasing out of slaughter
of animals for dietary and ritual practices.
Without clearly defining Dhamma, Asoka
however highlighted some of its features, par-
ticularly emphasizing the cultivation of some
virtues (such as minimizing sin, meritorious
deeds, kindness, liberality, truthfulness, purity,
and gratefulness) and avoidance of some vices
(such as fierceness, cruelty, anger, jealousy,
pride). To this were added seemly behavior to
one’s parents and teachers, and kindness to
slaves and servants. There was a pronounced
emphasis on the avoidance of sectarian differ-
ences and the promotion of the essence of all
religious ideas (sara-vadhi). With this purpose
in view, he appointed high-ranking function-
aries in charge of the dissemination of piety
(Dhamma-mahamatras) who were to look

after brahamans, sramanas (Buddhist monks),
Nirgranthas (Jainas) and Ajivikas alike. The
broadness of his Dhamma policy allowed
Asoka to make gifts of caves to the Ajivika
monks near Gaya, even though the Ajivikas
were bitter critics of Buddhism. Asoka’s
Dhamma had little sectarian appeal or content.
It stressed, on the other hand, several broad
principles of social and ethical conduct, in
whichnosocio-religiousgroupscould findany-
thing objectionable. Asoka’s Greek edict from
Kandahar categorically stated firm devotion
to the king’s interests as one of the elements
of practicing Eusebia (Dhamma). This is a
remarkable statement. Asoka would certainly
look at his subjects as his children (sabemunise
pajamama),buthealsodemanded, throughhis
Dhamma, complete allegiance to the ruler.
Dhamma therefore had distinct political
elements, besides offering a broad social and
ethical code of conducts. The all-encompassing
ideologyofDhamma iseloquently expressedby
Asoka’s aim to “maintain by Dhamma, to rule
according to Dhamma, to make people happy
according to Dhamma, and to protect accord-
ing to Dhamma” (Dhammena palana Dham-
mena vidhana Dhammena sukhiyana
Dhammena gotiti: PE I). Dhamma thus was
an ideology of the Maurya state designed to
weld together a widely divergent subcontinen-
tal society, economy, polity, and culture.
The Mauryan Empire ceased to exist after

c.185 BCE when the last Maurya ruler, Briha-
dratha, was killed by his commander-in-chief
(senapati), Pushyamitra Sunga, who founded
another dynasty. The Mauryan Empire thus
collapsed in less than fifty years after the death
of Asoka. Among the successors of Asoka
mentioned in the dynastic list in Sanskrit
Puranic texts, only two (Dasaratha and Briha-
dratha) are known from reliable historical
sources. The absence of able successors to
Asoka could have contributed to the eclipse
of Mauryan power. The invasion of Bactrian
Greeks from the northwestern parts of India
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towards the end of the 3rdcentury BCE resulted
in the disintegration of the empire. TheMaur-
yas were possibly also not able to enlarge the
resource base of the vast empire. It is likely that
Asoka’s Dhamma, in spite of its remarkable
broadness and non-sectarian features, was
imposed from above as the ideology of the
state and did not enjoy popular roots. All these
factors could have hastened the process of the
rapid decline of the first imperial power in
Indian history soon after the death of Asoka.

SEE ALSO: Bactrian or Graeco-Bactrian
Kingdom; Chola (Cola) Empire; Magadha,
Kingdom of; Nanda Empire; Pandyan

Empire; Religion and empire; Seleucid Empire;
Shunga Kingdom.
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